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Abstract: Adaptive information technology of computer systems Trojans diagnosing, which includes methods of 
diagnosing computer systems in monitor and scanner modes and allows improving reliability and efficiency, is 
developed. It is based on the behavioral model and the model of diagnosis. Computer system Trojan diagnosis software, 
which made it possible to detect the new Trojans with high reliability and efficiency, was developed.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The analysis of the situation of development of 

the malware shows dynamic growth of their 
quantity. Among them the special place occupies a 
class of viruses – Trojans which unlike virus 
programs penetrate into computer system (CS) for 
the purpose of information plunder that represents 
real danger [1].  

The actual problem of safety of various CS is a 
development of new more perfect information 
technologies which provide increase of reliability 
and efficiency of anti-virus software diagnosis. 

 
2. TROJAN BEHAVIORAL MODEL 

The behavioral Trojan model which takes into 
account the features of Trojans and formalizes the 
process of functioning of Trojans in CS during its 
life cycle and to takes into account the destructive 
nature of its actions in the CS Trojan was developed: 

ZAffLVSM v ,,,,,, εΘ= ,             (1) 

where Θ  – the set of all the Trojans; S  – Trojan’s 
life cycle stages, that are penetration, activation and 
executing destructive actions, Ssi ∈ , 3,1=i ; 

mpVV =  – the matrix of relationship in which 

km ,1=  are functions (mechanisms) which perform 
ways of the penetration of Trojans to CS of the user 
via system ports hp ,1=  of network protocols; 

abLL =  – a matrix of relationship, in which 

σ,1=a  are operations of Trojan which negatively 
influence the structural components τ,1=b  of 
operating system; Aff  – a function that defines the 
interaction between objects of CS and Trojan, thus 
the set ),( jibAffa ν∈  is a set of possible actions, 
that Trojan causes the object (objects); ε  – the ratio 
between Trojan and its stages then for Θ∈ν  and 

Ss∈ , the relationship means s  εν  that Trojan is in 
stage s ; Z – characteristic parameters of mentioned 
relations, }{ kzZ =  – set of destructive actions with 

normalized priority weights }{ kpP =  (∑ = 1kp ) 
which take into account the level of danger to the 
CS.  

To define the relationship between the Trojans, 
its actions and stages of its life cycle, the designation 
was worked in ⎯→⎯  that means: if 1

a
+⎯→⎯ ii ss  

then the action Aa∈  causes a transition from is  
stage to stage 1+is . Then the Trojan, which has a life 
cycle with all stages passes a possible way, is: 

3
,

2
,

1
LV,

0 ssss LVLV ⎯⎯→⎯⎯⎯→⎯⎯⎯→⎯ ,      (2)  

where 1
LV,

+⎯→⎯ ii ss  means the possibility of 
customized life cycle [2]. 

The models of each classes of Trojan with the 
regard to their specificity and functional significance 
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and is based on its behavioral model were produced.  
A process of computer systems Trojans diagnosis 

consists of two subprocesses of monitoringΩ , 
{ }654321 ,,,,, ΩΩΩΩΩΩ=Ω  and scanning ∆ , 
{ }4321 ,,, ∆∆∆∆=∆ . The process of Trojan 

diagnosis in the monitor mode consists of: 1Ω - 
monitoring the flows, carried out through the system 
ports of the CS; 2Ω  – monitoring the execution of 
the system functions in the CS; 3Ω  – blocking the 
implementation of application functions, defined as 
suspicious; 4Ω  – procedure of fuzzification within 
the fuzzy inference system (FIS) by entering the 
degrees of suspicion and the degrees of computer 
system infection danger; 5Ω  – implementation of 
the fuzzy logic engine; 6Ω  – procedure of 
defuzzification within the FIS to determine the risk 
of CS infection by Trojans [3]. 

In order to formalize the implementation of 
antivirus diagnosing stages the model of the Trojan 
diagnosing process was developed: 

},,,,,{},,,,{ svmW fEDSHEfMREM =υ , (4) 

where for steps 61 Ω−Ω : E  – set of diagnosing 
objects in the monitor mode Eek ∈ , that is the set 
of CS files E∈Θ ; R  – the resultant number 

[ ]1,0∈R  that indicates the danger degree of 
infection with Trojan; ε  – ratio between objects 

Θ∈ν  and stage Ss∈ ; WM  – set of behavioral 
Trojan models; ),,( mmmm IIIf ′′′  – adaptability 
function of computer system diagnosis in monitor 
mode, whose arguments vary with the input data, 
where mI  – set of diagnosis information, 

,,,, RLVIm Θ= ; mI ′  – set of the antivirus 

diagnostics results, nm RRRI ,...,, 21=′ ; mI ′′  – set 

of detected malicious software, REIm ,=′′ ; for 

steps 41 ∆−∆ : E  – set of diagnosing objects in the 
scanner mode, Eek ∈ ; H  – set of objects to be 
scanned; S  – set of protected binary sequences; D  
– set of generated detectors, Dd ∈ , vE  – set of 
files that were substituted by Trojan versions; 

),,( ssss IIIf ′′′  – adaptability function of computer 
system diagnosis in scanner mode, where sI  – set of 

diagnosis information, DSHIs ,,= ; sI ′ - antivirus 
scan results represented with a set of files that were 
substituted by Trojan versions, ns EEEI ,...,, 21=′ ; 

sI ′′  – set of updated system files or installed new 

software, ns EEEI ′′′=′′ ,....,, 21 . 
 
3. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY OF 

TROJANS DIAGNOSIS 
To solve this problem a new information 

technology (IT) of CS Trojans diagnosing was 
proposed. It includes Trojan behavioral models and 
techniques of computer systems diagnosing in 
monitor and scanner modes with automated setting 
up of antivirus diagnosis parameters with the 
improving reliability and efficiency. New 
technology allows detecting known an unknown 
Trojans. The proposed AIT allows making a 
conclusion of regarding the degree of danger of CS 
infection by Trojans and to reveal the fact of system 
files substitution by Trojans’ versions. 

 
4. TECHNIQUE OF TROJAN DIAGNOSIS 
PROCESS IN MONITOR AND SCANNER 

MODES 
A new technique for computer system Trojan 

diagnosis in monitor mode which uses fuzzy logic 
and is based on behavioral model was developed. It 
enables to make a conclusion about the degree of 
danger of CS infection by Trojans. For this purpose 
we construct the input and output linguistic variables 
with names: "suspicion degree of software object" – 
for the input linguistic variable, and "danger degree 
of the infection” – for output one.  

The task of determination of membership 
function for input variable we will consider as the 
task of the ranking for each of mechanisms 
(functions) im  of penetration ports jp  with the set 
of indications of danger Z  and a choice of the most 
possible jp  with activation of some function im . 

Then we generate a matrix of advantage ijsS = . 

Elements of given matrix ijs  are positive numbers: 

jiij sss /= , ∞<< ijs0 ; ijji ss /1= , 1=iis , 

lji ,1, = , l  – amount of possible results. Elements 

ijs  of matrix S  are defined by calculation of values 
of pair advantages to each indication separately 
taking into account their scales }{ kzZ = ; rk ,1=  
with usage of such formula  

∑∑
==

⋅⋅=
r

k
k

k
jk

r

k
k

k
ijij pspss

11
/ .             (5) 

 
Eigenvector ),...,( 1 mππ=Π  is defied by using a 
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matrix of advantage. This eigenvector answers 
maximum positive radical λ  of characteristic 
polynomial 0=⋅− ES λ . Π⋅=Π⋅ λS , where 
E is an identity matrix. Elements of vector П 
( 1=π∑ i ) are identified with an estimation of 
experts who consider the accepted indications of 
danger. The same procedure is performed for all im . 
As a result we receive a matrix of relationship 

|p,m|V jip = , in which each pair (relationship) im , 

jp  value 10 ≤≤π  responds. Using matrix 

|p,m|V jip = , we build matrix |p,m|V ji
*
p =  in 

which the relationship ( jpim , ) is used and the 

elements of this relationship have value maxπ  

( 10 max ≤≤ π ). Using matrix |,|*
jip pmV = , we 

build normalized curve for membership function 
)(RpX

µ  of an input variable. As a part of the 
solution of the problem the FIS using Mamdani 
algorithm was realized [4]. 

A new technique for constructing the protected 
sequences and generation of detectors based on the 
use of algorithms for artificial immune systems was 
produced. It makes it possible to reveal the fact of 
system files substitution of Trojans’ versions [5]. 

The method involves the following steps: 
forming a set of files to be scanned: system libraries, 
executables system services and device drivers, 
which can be taken as the samples; generate 
protected sequences and detectors depending on 
operating system; comparson of the protected 
sequences with detectors at the stage of virus 
scanning; notification about the substitution when 
the protected sequences match with detector; check 
the suspicion of software actions. 

Thus protected sequences and detectors have 
format for GNU / Linux operating system: 

615141

312111

......,......,......
,......,......,......

xixixi

xixixiL
i CCCtttsss

ggguuummm
D = ,(6) 

where 11 ...... xi mmm - file mode (type, permissions); 

21 ...... xi uuu  – identifier of the file owner; 

31 ...... xi ggg  – identifier of the group owner; 

41 ...... xi sss  – file size; 51 ...... xi ttt  – time of last file 
modification; 61 ..... xi CCC  – CRC of the file, 

ni ,1= , n – number of detectors. 
Protected sequences and detectors have format 

for MS Windows operating system: 

4131

2111

......,......
,......,......

zizi

ziziW
i CCCaaa

tttsss
D =          (7)  

where 11 ...... zi sss  – file size; 21 ...... zi ttt  – time of 
last file modification; 31 ...... zi aaa  – file attribute 
(read-only, hidden, system, archived); 41 ..... zi CCC  – 
CRC of the file, ni ,1= , n – number of detectors. 

Generation of detectors is performed using the 
modified negative selection algorithm. 

Antivirus software for computer system 
diagnosing based on proposed algorithms was 
developed. The results confirmed that the use of AIT 
of computer system Trojan diagnosis increases the 
diagnosing reliability by 5-15%, and efficiency – by 
40% in comparison with the known antivirus 
technologies [6]. 

 
6. CONCLUSIONS 

The article is devoted to solving important 
scientific problem – increasing reliability and 
efficiency of computer systems diagnosing of the 
Trojans existence. The new techniques for computer 
system Trojan diagnosis in monitor and scanner 
modes which allows improving reliability and 
efficiency, are developed. Also information 
technology is based on the model of the Trojan 
diagnosing process, which allows performing 
diagnosing with high reliability was developed. 
Computer system Trojan diagnosis software, which 
made it possible to detect the new Trojans with high 
reliability and efficiency was developed. 
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